
 

 

 

Section L – Fibrecraft and Handspun 
Location: Held in the Stanthorpe Showgrounds Exhibition Centre 

Stewards:  C. Krawczyk, V. Drinkwater, Bronwyn Macfie 

Enquiries: Ph: 07 4681 2026, Mobile: 0409 629 876, Email: krawczyk376@gmail.com   

Entry fees: Open: $1 per exhibit – Youth: $0.50c per exhibit - Entries on the general entry form. 

Prize money:  1st $5.00, 2nd $3.00, 3rd $2.00 unless otherwise stated 

Delivery: Entries to be received by Wednesday 20/4/22 from 9.00am to 12.00am.  

Collection: Entries to be picked up on Monday 25/4/22 between 9.00am and 12.00am. 

Gate admission fees apply on Saturday and Sunday. Stanthorpe Agricultural Society members free. 

Please adhere to COVID safe key principles that apply to Stanthorpe Showgrounds and the Stanthorpe Show. 

CLASSES 
 
OPEN KNITTING AND CROCHET 

L1 Cardigan or jumper - made of hand spun wool. 

L2 Sleeveless vest or cardigan - made of hand spun 
wool. 

L3 Cap, gloves, mitts or socks – made of hand spun 
wool. 

L4 Tricolour or more garment - made from hand spun 
wool natural or dyed. 

L5 Garment - made from hand spun mixed fibres. 

 
 
OPEN MISCELLANEOUS 

L6 Scarf-free choice of technique - using hand spun 
fibre. 

L7 Wall hanging, floor rug – hand spun or commercial 
yarn. 

L8 Knee rug or bed cover - any technique hand spun 
natural fibre free choice of warp. 

L9 Any article using wool - not necessarily spun e.g. 
sheepskin. 

L10 Article or garment - hand spun natural fibre other 
than wool e.g. camel, silk, mohair, cotton, alpaca, 
ramee, linen. 

L11 Child’s toy – made from natural fibre, may be dyed. 

L12 Child’s garment up to 5 years – hand spun fibre any 
technique. 

L13 Stole or shawl - in hand spun fibre any technique. 

L14 Any other article - using fibre that can be spun. 

L15 Article or garment which is the ORIGINAL DESIGN of 
the exhibitor any technique using natural fibre and 
incorporating hand spun weaving, felting. 

 

CLASSES (cont’d) 
 
OPEN SPINNING 
Conditions on entry: All skeins must state whether 
commercial or raw fleece and for what purpose for 
the yarn. 

L16 Skein of hand spun wool - suitable for delicate 
garment, free of grease, not less than 30gm. 

L17 Skein of hand spun wool - equal to 5ply or more, 
free of grease, not less than 50gms, to be stated 
commercial or raw fleece. 

L18 Skein of novelty spun wool (unbalanced – thick 
& thin) not less than 30gm, state purpose. 

L19 3 x 30 gm skeins of hand spun fibre - dyed with 
natural dyes, state materials and mordant used. 

L20 Skein of hand spun fibre - other than wool not 
less than 50gm. 

L21 Skein of hand spun mixed fibres - state not less 
than 50gm. 

L22 Skein of yarn - prepared and spun from raw 
fleece. 

NB. Class 22 should include a staple of fleece. 
 
 
OPEN WEAVING 
Hand weavers may use any type of spinnable fibres 

L23 Any household article 

L24 One person’s collection - 3 different hand woven 
articles or garments using different techniques 
any looms, e.g. bag, tie, scarf etc. 

L25 Any hand woven article or garment 

L26 Any hand woven article or garment - using any 
other fibres. 
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CLASSES (cont’d) 
 
OPEN FELTING 

L27 Mat, wall hanging 

L28 Felted hat 

L29 Felted bag or slippers 

L30 Scarf 

L31 Household article - tea cosy pot holder etc 

L32 Article in Nuno Felting 

L33 Child’s toy or decorative articles 

 
NOVICE FIBRE CRAFT - Open to entrants who have not 
won a prize at the Stanthorpe Show. 

L34 Skein hand spun natural fibres 

L35 Garment made from hand spun yarn 

L36 Any article using hand spun fibre, any technique. 

 
 

AWARDS 
 
BEST FELTED ARTICLE  
Trophy donated by Mrs Valerie Drinkwater and Mrs. 
Christine Krawczyk. 
 
BEST KNITTING AND CROCHET  
Trophy donated by Bronwyn Macfie and Sue Laakso. 
 
BEST NOVICE ENTRY   
Trophy donated by Granite Belt Spinners and 
Weavers. 
 
BEST ORIGINAL DESIGN   
Trophy donated by Mrs. Mary Clarke. 
 
BEST SPINNING   
Trophy donated by Granite Belt Spinners and 
Weavers. 
 
BEST WOVEN ARTICLE   
Trophy donated by Joan Ashman.  
 
CHAMPION EXHIBIT  
Trophy donated by Granite Belt Spinners and 
Weavers. 

 


